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1.Central government has removed all
restrictions on inter-state travel in

India

2.This does not apply to containment
zones. If you are in a containment

zone, and wish to travel, you will have to
apply for a movement pass from the
state's official website

3.The central government has 
authorised states and union territories

to restrict specific activities outside 
containment zones based on their 
individual assessment of the situation.
The MHA order, however, clarified that the
inter-state as well as intra-state 
movement of both goods and people will
not be restricted. It adds that people will
not be required to acquire permission, i.e.,
travel pass for the movement

4.However, as observed over the past
few months, some states and union

territories have imposed lockdowns,
restricting movement. The final call will be
of the state or union territory you are in

At a time when several destinations begin to ease travel restrictions, the tourism sector is gearing up to resume 
activities with the lessons learned from the pandemic in mind. We explore the concepts of ‘cloud kitchens’ and ‘workations’…

Looking forward…

We are offering our guests a unique
opportunity to experience safe, driveable,

historical getaways in the comfort of their own
sanitised vehicles. The team that has been extensively

trained with the new protocols issued by the Ministry of
Tourism, as well as a contact-less check-in facility, going

the extra mile to make each guest's stay a memorable and
comfortable one. The chefs' local delicacies and 

tailor-made menus for a variety of palates, along with the
magical and private dining venues on terraces and 
gardens, are ideal to celebrate milestone birthdays,
anniversaries, or to just create happy memories in

these rather unprecedented times
- Sonavi Kaicker,

CEO of a hotel chain 

The COVID-19 pandemic has kept many working professionals
strapped to their couch for months. However, to make working 
remotely exciting and relaxing, several hotels and resorts are now
offering workation-weeks. Read on… 
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Workation is
a vacation
that

allows you to work
remotely, while
integrating the 
elements of leisure
that let you
unwind, relax and
be more produc-
tive. Now you can
drive safely in your
car, sanitised to
the destination,
touch heaven and
return rejuvenated
to the city life.

Currently, few of the most
sought-after workation 

destinations are in states like
Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Kerela
and Karnataka. With new guidelines in

place, easing certain restrictions for the
hospitality services to resume, the 
concept of workations have been
received well, especially by those

who can afford the luxury
- Namit Agarwal,

IT professional 

TIME TO UNWIND 
With the country is operating in 
the unlock mode, relocating for a 
few days, a month or longer to a 
destination, which is within short 
driving distance, offering cooler
weather and access to outdoor 
activities, trekking amidst nature is a
dream come true for travel lovers as
well as professionals who have been
working from the confines of their
home during the lockdown period.

TAKE A BREAK 
Tired of being stuck in city 
apartments, some WFHers are now
opting long-stay breaks in hotels and
resorts located in beautiful locales.
The idea of a 'workation', which 
previously deemed problematic for
blurring the line between work and
leisure, perhaps now seem like an
appealing preposition for many who
have been working from home ever
since the outbreak of the pandemic.

FUTURE FORWARD
From providing uninterrupted
Wi-Fi facility, which is the 
backbone of a workation, to
ensuring proper sanitisation 
and health measures been
undertaken, travel and tourism
sector is upping its game in this
on-going pandemic scenario.

KNOW MORE
A workation is a working 
vacation. Combining work and
vacation, it involves working
while away from the office,
blending leisure time with 
productive time. It is a vacation
that allows you to work remote-
ly while integrating elements of
leisure that let you unwind,
relax and be more productive.

Just like the technology of cloud offers us the option of storing our virtual identity in the form of 
pictures, data and much more, cloud kitchens have become the New Age go-to of ordering food 
online and receiving it in the pandemic era

Cloud with a foodie lining
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It's true that
whatever happens
happens for a

reason. The pandemic lockdown
has been a challenge, giving a
blow to business across sectors.
At the same time, it is also an
opportunity in disguise for those
who want to make the most of

this time. The concept of cloud
kitchens has been on a high 
for the past couple of years, 
throwing innumerable opportuni-
ties for food enthusiasts starting
their own venture. 

WHAT IS CLOUD
KITCHEN?
1.A cloud-kitchen is a delivery-

only restaurant that has no
physical space for dine-in

2.These are commercial facilities
built with a purpose to produce

food specifically for delivery

3.These commissary kitchens are
also known as ghost kitchens,

shared kitchens or virtual kitchens

4.Recent change in consumer
habits and advances in 

technology has made it possible 
for this concept to move to a 
delivery-only model

My mother is an amazing cook and we
have had delectable dishes since an early
age. She's had a huge influence on me for
developing an interest in cooking. This lockdown
was a time to hone my own passion and the idea of

my cloud kitchen emanated
from there. I started read-
ing, watching and experi-
menting numerous recipes.
Since I am a food enthusi-
ast, I've always craved for
good home-cooked food
with authentic taste and I
realised that it isn't avail-
able commercially. My
cloud kitchen is an effort
towards bringing home

cooked food to food lovers like me and catering to
people in my city who savour authentic flavours. The
overwhelming positive
response from people has been
a remarkable encouragement
for me

- Saksham Agarwal,
owner of a cloud kitchen

NEW AGE 
PASSION

During the COVID-19
times, many are converting

their passions into viable opportu-
nities. Nothing has defined this culture more than the
fast progressing concept of having a cloud kitchen.

FOOD-HAPPY 
For all those who are pushed to get home-delivery
during the current pandemic times, a cloud kitchen is
a new concept. However, the fact the 'taste is king',
cloud kitchens are serving the purpose of satisfying
customers well.

I recently read about the concept of having a cloud
kitchen. Although as a traditional restaurateur, the idea
struck me as ludicrous at first, I did some research before

I was able to figure out that this was the way forward in the food
industry. Orders come in; meals are cooked, packed and then
whisked immediately to their delivery locations by the assigned fleet.
This works because you cut costs on your front-house activities and
concentrate only on the food

- Pankaj Rana,
restaurateur


